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About This Content

Tanki X is a multiplayer tank-action game that proves that there’s more to tanks than just thick shells and firepower…A never-
ending excitement in battles, lots of drive, invisible tanks, spider mines, and turret drones - these are only a few things that make

the game truly special. The Steam pack will grant its owner a quick access to everything that makes our game stand out in the
crowd of its genre. The pack is flexibly assembled to suit players with various needs, whether you’re the type that does not want
to waste time on unlocking turrets, hulls, or modules, the type that likes to tune the look of his tank, or the type that is looking

for advantageous special offers that include popular items and in-game currency.
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The pack includes:

The «Red Amber» paint ...which is available exclusively in the Steam pack.

500 x-crystals ...to have something to spend in our in-game store.

10 Hackers containers ...to unlock or/and upgrade modules.

1 XT Container ...that includes the most popular skins in Tanki X.

5000 crystals ...to upgrade or tune the look of your tank.

2 Camouflage Containers ...a few additional camouflage paints for your collection.

Save 50% on this offer!

Attention! You can only buy 1 pack per Tanki X account. You will not be compensated if you buy two identical or even
different packs, containing the same turrets, hulls, skins, or other items that you already own on your account. The items that

come with this pack, will be added to the account that you log into via Steam.
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Title: Tanki X: Steam Pack
Genre: Action, Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer
Developer:
AlternativaPlatform
Publisher:
Tanki Online Europe Ltd.
Release Date: 20 Nov, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows ХР (Service Pack 3)

Processor: Intel Core i3 series

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD graphics 4000, 512mb

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,Russian
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I love this game, and would love to see it come out of early access and get that polish it deserves.. This game extends your mind
to the world of commerce and trade. One false move or random event can send you spiraling into demise. Such as a pirate
plundering your ship, and all your cash...

At the same time though, this initial difficulty curve can be easily overcome by just playing through the tutorials thoroughly and
then going for a few trial runs, and learning the feel for the game. You then learn what's what and get a few more ships, and
even a town, eliminating the random events completely knocking you off your socks.

For $5, it's a veritable steal. (Although I got it for peanuts with the Patricians and Merchants pack back when it was $2.50!).
What the hell is this? The whole tutorial just makes you assume what to do basically. So much more things wrong with this. I
can't even put it into words.. Ive been waiting for this game for over a year now and its really well made. i love the mechanics of
spinning the blocks around. Anyone who loves puzzle games should give this a try.. Stream Animals is a "must have" for
Streamers!

It is a clever game that allows the streamer and their audience members a chance to interact and have fun together. Everyone
loves to win and Stream Animals will bring out the competitive side of your audience to have some light-hearted fun. I have
launched Stream Animals during my breaks to allow my audience members some engaging interaction while I was away from
my keyboard. I have also used Stream Animals as a unique way to present giveaways with winner-take-all, allowing the
participants to choose their moves, vote on the events and have a chance to skew the results in their favor or to hinder an
opponent. Stream Animals is a lot of fun to play.

When the game begins, each participant will type in the streamers chat to select their animal (!pig, !fox, !bear etc.) or they can
simply type !join or !j to join with a randomly selected animal. There are many animals to choose from and everyone will have
a favorite. The streamer can elect to have certain animals restricted for their Subs Only, to provide a reward to your most loyal
followers and every Sub will also have a star above their head to show how special they are to your channel.

There are 3 board sizes which automatically adjust up as more players enter the game. The smallest size will accommodate 16
players and the largest size will accommodate up to 64 players.

Each round allows the players to select a move by entering in chat (!N, !S, !E, or !W) or they can simply allow the computer to
select for them by typing !auto or use !auto off to begin selecting their own moves again. After everyone has moved, there will
be an event for that round. The event is either selected by the computer at random or is voted upon by your audience (The ratio
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is customized by the streamer). The events range from ground pieces being removed in rows, diagonals, or random sections, to
other animals (owls, chickens and ducks) entering the playing field to attack remaining players, and a new wind event which can
randomly move players in one direction.

Overall, Stream Animals has been a huge success for my stream, and my audience has a lot of fun playing and engaging the
other members to see who will be victorious and wear the Winners Crown for the next game. Daily, Weekly, Monthly and All-
Time leader boards allow your audience a chance to keep track of all their wins during your stream in addition to all the other
participants.

Enjoy!
www.twitch.tv\/kumquat_tv
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are increadbly pixeled lowest graphics settings looks the same as the highest,, wish i could get my money back.. Looks like a fun
game. Used to play a game like this on IOS forever ago. Aesthetic is nice. Controls are intuitive.

I will definitely enjoy this once the dev puts out an update that makes the settings work. Right now turning the music and effects
volumes down to zero does nothing. I would probably spend hours doing these puzzles if I was listening or watching something
else while this was on mute.

Developer was very responsive in fixing the audio issue I pointed out. A+ support!

8.5\/10 Great value for the money.. After several patches the game finally reached a good level of gameplay that combined with
a very good level of customization, makes AO International Tennis an excellent game after years where tennis games were
disappeared. Developers are still working on improvements (as the last one that improved sounds of ball) so I trust that in the
next months game can still improve as there are some areas where is still far from perfect (some animations, variety of game
style from player to player, etc).. best value in game, other than monthly card, if you plan on playing for a while its the only
offer you should purchase. So Far So Good.
This is my first time using anything like this. I wanted to edit some small videos of antique engines running and some videos of
items I have made to be put on YouTube.
I did find some items confusing, but their help assistance is one of the best I have run into. Every question I have sent in has
been answered within a day.
It does have some bugs but nothing that has caused me to regret my purchase. I feel I got a lot out of it so far. Please note that I
am new to this so it might be nothing more than pilot errors. Save your money for something else.. What an amazing co-op or
single player 3d shooter. It was very easy to launch in the action, match making is fast and efficient.
This game holds vast capacity for replayability and it reminds me of very nice old classic 2d shooters back in the day. (Anyone
remembers "flashback"?)
A top-quality product that should NOT be absent from the library of a gamer who claims to be a fan of quality indie games.
The character design and the background of the battlefield design is PARTICULARY good. Congratulations to the game's art
designers.

TRY IT!!!. This game is fun. I really hate that it doesn't have the scene that it needs. Telling my friends to try it out and
hopefully they tell their friends....Think that's how it works. haha. Great concept guys. If there was a F*&k yes button on the
"Do you recommend this game?" I'd be mashin on it guys.. Though I do love this game it is a bit older, time consuming and
great to play if you like a little bit of puzzle solving.
If you forget about pausing the game pretty much they die because they are to weak minded to do much on their own.
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